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SENATE No. 829
By Ms. Melconian, a petition (accompanied by bill, Senate, No.

829) of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to the powers of
the Probate and Family Court Department to enforce orders,
sentences, judgements and decrees. The Judiciary.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety-Two

An Act relative to enforcement orders and the custody orders.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House ofRepresentatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 SECTION 1. Section 34 of Chapter 215 of the General Laws
2 as appearing in the 1990 Official Edition is hereby amended by
3 striking the first sentence and inserting in its place the
4 following:
5 “Probate courts shall have like power and authority for
6 enforcing order, sentences, judgements and decrees made or
7 pronounced in the exercise of any jurisdication vested in them,
8 and for punishing contempts of such orders, sentences,
9 judgements and decrees and other contempts of their authority,

10 as are vested for such or similar purposes in the supreme judicial
11 or superior court in relation to an action in which equitable relief
12 is sought pending therein.
13 A judge of the probate court sentencing a person to jail for
14 failure to obey a judgement of the court relative to the support
15 of his or her spouse or minor children may order that the sentence
16 be served during such hours as will permit such person to continue
17 his or her employment, and the court may not issue or order any
18 sentence for failure to obey an order relative to support of a spouse
19 or minor children which will in any manner interfere with the
20 exercise or any legal or physical custody or visitation with said
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21 parent’s minor children. The failure of a defendant to comply with
22 an order ofthe court for the support of a spouse or minor children
23 at a time when the defendant possessed the ability to make the
24 support payment as ordered by the court may be punished as a
25 criminal contempt. At a hearing upon a complaint for civil or
26 criminal contempt, the plaintiff shall have the burden of proving
27 the defendant’s ability to comply with the pre-existing order or
28 judgment upon which the complaint alleges violation. However,
29 at the time of any hearing upon any complaint or action for civil
30 contempt, the court must hear any then pending actions or
31 motions filed by the defendant alleging any change of
32 circumstances justifying a reduction of the order or judgment
33 which is the subject of the contempt complaint regardless of when
34 any said action or motion for modification was filed. Any findings,
35 rulings, orders or judgment modifying a previous order of support
36 for a spouse or minor children by reducing same shall be
37 retroactive to the date of the occurrence of the changed
38 circumstances regardless of the date of filing of the action or
39 motion, and the defendant in the contempt action shall not be
40 adjudged to be guilty or in contempt of any order of support so
41 modified by a reduction if he or she has otherwise complied with
42 the reduced order of payment.
43 Any order or sentence imposing a jail sentence in any action
44 for contempt shall be stayed pending appeal to the Appeals Court,
45 and any filing fee for any such appeal shall be waived.
46 Any parent who violates any order or judgment relative to legal
47 or physical custody of minor children or visitation with same by
48 the other parent shall be punished in any action for contempt
49 relative thereto by a jail sentence of not less than one day for each
50 violation thereof. A ‘habitual violator’ of any order or judgment
51 relative to legal or physical custody of a child shall be punished
52 in any action for contempt relative thereof by a jail sentence for
53 not less than seven days. A ‘habitual violator’ shall be defined as
54 a parent who intentionally violates an order or judgment of legal
55 or physical custody or visitation three times within any three
56 month period. Any jail sentence thereby imposed by the court
57 shall not interfere with the employment of said contemptor nor
58 said parent’s own rights of physical custody or visitation with such
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59 minor children, but in the latter instance the court may
60 temporarily modify any existing physical custody or visitation
61 order so that the non-contemptor spouse shall have said physical
62 custody for all or part of the period of time the contemptor parent
63 is incarcerated.
64 Any order or judgment in a contempt proceeding for payment
65 of an arrearage shall not be contingent on a reduction in the
66 amount of current support payable under an existing order or
67 judgment for support of a spouse, former spouse, or child absent
68 a finding that a substantial change of circumstances has occurred.
69 Neither the existence of an arrearage nor the amount of any
70 arrearage shall constitute a substantial change of circumstances
71 or grounds for modification of an outstanding order or judgment
72 for support.

1 SECTION 2. Section 34A of Chapter 215 ofthe Genefal Laws,
2 as appearing in the 1990 Official Edition is hereby amended by
3 striking paragraph 4 and paragraph 5.”
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